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S.T.A. in TOUCH
A newsletter of the Saanich Teachers’ Association
BCTF members of Local #63 (Saanich)

It's hard to believe that we have reached our second to last edition of the STA-in-Touch for the 2015-2016 school year.
Where has the year gone? A great big thank you goes out to all those individuals that have contributed to our monthly
STA newsletter. Without your contributions, this newsletter would only be a message from our STA President (not that
this is bad, we really appreciate your hard work Mark, and will miss you next year) but it is always nice to read about all
the other workings of the STA that happen behind the scenes, and all the hard work and personal time that is dedicated
to keeping our STA functioning. We would also like to thank our readers for keeping "in-Touch" with our union affairs. In
talking with many new teachers/TTOCs, it is evident that many still are unaware of our STA-in-Touch. If you are aware of
a new Teacher/TTOC to our district, please let them know, or better yet, introduce them to our newsletter. It would be
nice to hear their voice, or even just a story from their perspective in our newsletter; all it may take is a
little encouragement from some of our longer time members/readers. Have a great May!
Please remember that we are always looking for new article contributors. This is not a commitment or an obligation; it’s
an opportunity to share your experiences as a professional with your colleagues. If you are interested in writing an
article, please don’t hesitate to contact me. (dball@sd63.bc.ca)
Article submission deadline for our last edition of the 2015/16 STA-in-Touch: May 30, 2016. Send your articles to
dball@sd63.bc.ca
Deryck Ball – Editor/Communications Chair
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President’s Report

by Mark Skanks

Hello Everyone,
Time continues to fly. With my girls heading into dance festival and musical theatre
season, and our calendar at home looking as if there’s more ink than paper, I realized
yesterday that there are only ten weeks left in this school year, which means ten weeks before I can pass the
baton to someone else. You only have to read one more rambling President’s report after this! Huzzah!
(Assuming of course you’ve read the other ones, which, come to think of it, if you didn’t read those ones,
you’re likely not reading this one either, so never mind.  )
It’s good timing actually. As I look back, I remember being full of spit and vinegar not only about the job
action, but about wanting to engage members. I wanted to win you all over to the importance of the issues
(both political and contractual), and of becoming involved even in a little way because I believe that
decentralization of decision-making and an association driven by an active and well-informed membership is
stronger and more resilient than the alternative.
I still believe in those things, of course, but it feels like the end of a hard shift on the ice and it’s time for
someone else to jump over the boards. (That’s a hockey metaphor in case you have no idea what I’m talking
about. For those who do know what I’m talking about and are mourning no Canadian teams in the playoffs:
sorry about that.)
Luckily, there are many good people waiting to jump over the boards. In fact, probably by the time you read
this, we will have had our AGM and you will have elected or acclaimed some of those people.
Next year’s Exec will have a different challenge from those faced by the Execs that guided us through the
strike; namely, rallying members in peaceful times (peaceful from a bargaining standpoint, at least). We are
still 3 years away from the expiry of our contract, but I can think of at least three major issues that will require
our collective attention in the next year alone: continued education underfunding (which has reached crisis
point in our district and elsewhere), the court case in November (with a ruling, and potentially negotiations, to
follow in the spring), and the 2017 provincial election (our best chance to stop the assault on public
education).
Please do all that you can to support those brave folks into next year and beyond – by communicating with
them, by challenging them, by offering to help them, and perhaps even thinking about being the next shift
when they are ready to come off the ice.
M

Education Fund
Because our enrolment is projected to be virtually the same for 2016/17 as this year, we will be receiving
roughly the same amount (just over $1 million) in Education Fund money.
To refresh your memories, this is the money put back into staffing by the government, which was designed to
act as (insufficient) remedy for having stripped our class size and composition language. In the last bargaining
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round, it was confirmed that this amount must go exclusively to hiring back teachers (an improvement, since it
was only partially being used this way).
It was also bargained that it must go toward hiring additional teachers, although in reality, with underfunding
of districts forcing the Board to cut positions, we are only gaining back with the EF what we have lost for other
reasons.
At the time of writing this, I am still in negotiations with the District on an updated process for you and your
staff (through your staff rep or staff committee) to use in June when making recommendations for how your
school’s allocation should be used. I can tell you, though, that it will involve a similar idea to last year, in that
Mark Fraser and I will simply divide the pot of money in a pro-rated fashion for each school.
What I have tried to avoid in the last year and a half by advocating for this approach is a conversation about
who is “more needy”. We all acknowledge that needs are not equal, but more importantly, we all
acknowledge that every school has needs that are not being met and that this fund is woefully inadequate to
address those needs. Moreover, fighting over insufficient resources can have no good outcome in the end.
I anticipate that this year’s discussions over recommendations for how to use the EF could be particularly
challenging in the context of anticipated job losses in this year’s budget. I urge all staff reps, all staff
committees, and all members generally to think very carefully about what a respectful and safe process for
carrying out these delicate discussions would look like before you engage in them. If you need any support in
this regard, please let me know.

Staff reps: you can expect packages from me with your allocations by the middle or end of this month.

Budget
By now you are aware that our Board (and Vancouver’s as well) have to differing degrees taken the
government to task for its role in underfunding public education. Unlike Vancouver, though, our Board has
not yet passed a budget but has put one on the table that presumes that the Minister will do “the right thing”
by both returning the administrative savings from the last two years and by tearing up the bill for the Next
Generation Network. Doing those two things alone would balance our books for 2016/17.
At the time I am writing this the Board had secured a meeting with the Minister as a result of this gambit, so
full marks to them. They could have easily given up an executed yet more cuts, but instead they have chosen
to make a point. Let’s hope something has come of that meeting, both in terms of other Boards following
Saanich’s lead, and in terms of the government living up to its moral obligation to fund education properly.

Group Insurance
You may have been only dimly aware (as I was before taking the president’s job) that you pay into a group
insurance plan via payroll deductions. To my knowledge, though (and Paul Standring’s in HR), there is no
paper documentation given to new employees that explains the terms and conditions of this benefit to
members. This despite the compulsory participation in the plan, and the article stating that the brochure will
be provided:
B.11.2.5 Group Insurance
The Board has agreed to participate in the group insurance plan in which upon implementation there were at
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least 50% of the eligible applicants who became members. Premiums will be shared on the basis of the Board
paying 80% and the teacher paying 20%. All teachers entering the employ of this school district on or after
January 1, 1969 are required to participate in the B.C.T.F.-B.C.S.T.A. Group Insurance Plan under the terms
specified. The brochure outlining the Group Insurance Plan will be mailed with notice of appointment to all
teachers.
I know that Paul plans to revisit this lapse, although I expect that the information may be provided
electronically rather than in hard copy. In the meantime, here are two links to information on your coverage:
http://www.bcsta.org/content/group-life-insurance-plan
https://bctf.ca/uploadedFiles/Public/SalaryBenefits/PlanB.pdf

Spring Staffing/NOIL
The first round of mobility postings will be coming out Thursday, May 5 th, which I expect will be about the time
that you receive this newsletter.
There is a chance that we may have been able to sign off on some slight changes to the Staffing LOU by then,
or at least shortly after, which we hope will provide a little more clarity around retirement jobs and other
mobility opportunities. Even if we haven’t signed off, the Staffing LOU is still the document that elaborates on
our contract language and spells out the processes that will be followed over the next couple of weeks. A link
to the LOU is on the My Dashboard tab of the ESS webpage.
Mobility postings are “round 1” but really they come before AND after the NOIL round. After this first round
of mobility postings, NOIL letters will be coming out. I don’t know where the lines will be at the three levels
yet. Once the letters are out, those teachers are invited to a meeting which explains the process and are
provided with a list of all teachers from the most senior NOILed teacher down. It is important for teachers,
particularly those who are qualified at more than one level, to look at this list carefully. If there is a teacher
junior to you who has been excluded from the NOIL process who holds a job that you could do, you have the
opportunity to challenge that exclusion.
If you do receive a NOIL, I encourage you to attend the NOIL meeting to better understand the process. If you
don’t, I encourage you to look over the Staffing LOU on the ESS page, and ask your staff rep to clarify any
questions you might have.

May in the Contract
1. Make sure your principal has met with your staff or staff committee, or plans to do so in the next week. It
is not an option: he/she must do this:
E.15.1 The administrative officer in consultation with the Staff Committee or staff shall meet prior to
May 15 as part of the school planning process for the upcoming school year for the purpose of
discussing the timetable and staff assignments available for the next school year and, if necessary, any
new or existing teaching positions that require filling in the school.
2. If you are undergoing evaluation this year, you must receive the report by the middle of this month:
E.19.11d. A draft of the report will be presented to and discussed with the teacher within fifteen (15)
calendar days of the last observation and no later than May 15th.
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STA Scholarship Nominees/Retiree gifts
Two items to which the STA contributes financially toward the end of the year are Scholarships and Retiree
gifts.
For one student from each of the five graduating institutions in the District, the STA gives a
$500 scholarship. The criteria are that it must be a student who is intending to pursue a
career in education and he/she must be selected by the school’s scholarship committee.
STA retirees receive two gifts from the STA (over and above whatever schools organize locally). The first is a
keepsake gift presented at our retirement banquet (either an STA pin or a framed STA print); the second is a
reimbursement of $100 toward a gift of the retiree’s choosing. The latter can be combined with local funds
from the school, but in order to claim the $100 from us, we require an original receipt.
Staff reps, could you please coordinate with scholarship committees and whoever organizes retiree gifts in
your school? If any of you have any questions, staff reps included, you can email either me at lp63@bctf.ca,
our Treasurer Elaine at eting@sides.ca, or Jazz/Audrey at staoffice@saanichteachers.com.

Social Justice Report

by Angie Noel (Savage)

Social Justice Dates for May

Please see the BCTF website for more information on these important dates.
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Professional Development Report

by Holly Mair

What is the Professional Growth Council?
The Professional Growth Council has a long history in the Saanich School District, dating
back more than 15 years. The Professional Growth Council provides teachers and
administrators with a very unique opportunity to connect on educational issues in a K-12
forum. Often at the Professional Growth Council meetings educators will be grouped in
levels (elementary, middle, secondary) and in zones (south, central, north). This provides
an opportunity for valuable conversations across all of the elementary, middle and
secondary schools but also allows for those same discussions to occur in a K-12 context. It is such a treat to
see how an initiative like inquiry takes shape throughout the grade levels and how the work we do at our
school supports our learners as they transition to the next grade level.
The Professional Growth Council is funded by the District (roughly 70%) and the Saanich Teachers’ Association
(roughly 30%). Schools receive funding to send 2 teachers and 1 administrator to the two meetings we have
each school-year. Sometimes schools will supplement that funding level and send more. The meetings usually
occur in the afternoon and teachers are released.
The meetings are planned by the Joint Professional Development Committee members who try to be mindful
of selecting topics that meet the needs of a K-12 audience. The committee seeks input from past participants
to help set future directions. This year, our opening meeting was devoted to sharing the various school-based
inquiry projects that are happening in Saanich. Our closing meeting will revisit those projects and will also give
schools an opportunity to discuss goals and plans they have for next year. By sharing in this fashion, educators
often find they can learn valuable lessons from what worked in other schools and they can find ways to
collaborate with each other on new learning.
The invitation to become part of the Professional Growth Council is circulated before each meeting by the
administration team of the school. The teachers who attend the Professional Growth Council meetings are
also expected to share information back with their staffs so that all educators in Saanich can benefit from the
sharing that takes place. Many schools do this as part of staff meeting sharing time.
The Professional Growth Council is a fabulous opportunity to see our work through a bigger lens and to
imagine the experience of a child progressing through the grade levels in Saanich.
If this sounds interesting to you, ask your administrator how to be part of your school team for next year!
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STA Program Report

by Luanne Marchand

YOU’RE INVITED! STA/SAA Retirement Banquet
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2015/2016 RETIREES

Cathy Afford……………………..……..Sidney
Kim Andiel………………………..…….Claremont
Karen Beattie……………………..…....Cordova Bay
Chris Bocking……………………..……Keating
Jean Bowman…..……….………..…...Royal Oak
Susan Bradley……………………..…..Bayside
Diane Cacciato……………………..….Stelly’s
Don Cameron……………………….....Stelly’s
Sally Freeman……………………...….SIDES
Bruce Frith, SAA..……………………..Principal, Claremont
Pam Moore………………………….....Claremont
Victoria Munday….……………………Sidney
Anu Patel…………………………........Bayside
Debbie Pires……………………….…..Bayside
Robyn Quaintance…………………….SIDES
Theodora Saddlemyer………………..North Saanich
Maria St. Amand………………………KELSET
Tim Storm……………………………...Stelly’s
Diana Wiseman……………………….Learning Services
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TTOC Report

by Mark Morrison

Hello TTOCs and new Teachers!
Thanks to everyone who came out to the Library Catalogue TTOC training for anyone who
was potentially interested in work in libraries in Saanich. An especially big thanks to Aaron Mueller, the
Teacher-Librarian from Parkland Secondary, for facilitating this workshop at the Stelly’s Secondary Learning
Commons.
Please be sure to check out our upcoming workshop on “Classroom Management in the Era of Social Media”,
on May 11th at 4:30 p.m. at the DRC, behind Keating Elementary. Be sure to email Christa or me to sign up!
Mark & Christa

Contest
Congratulations to Matt Belvedere for correctly answering last month’s contest
question.
This month’s prize is a $25 Starbucks card. Answer the contest question correctly to be entered in
the draw for this prize.

Question: Our STA TTOC Chairs have arranged a workshop on May 11th (Thank
you!).

What is the name of this workshop?

Please email your answer to Deryck Ball dball@sd63.bc.ca by Monday, May 30, 2016.
Good Luck!

Let’s Get Social!
The STA is getting more and more connected to the world of Social Media. Join us!
Our website is:

www.saanichteachers.com

Follow us on Facebook at:

Saanich Teachers’ Association

Follow us on Twitter at:

@BCTF63

Phone us:

778-426-1426

Our mailing address is:

6843 Central Saanich Rd, Victoria, BC V8Z 5V4

If you have any feedback on this newsletter, or would like to submit an article, please contact: Deryck Ball
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IMPORTANT DATES FOR STA TEACHERS
1 HR TO FACILITATE PARENT/TEACHER INTERVIEWS RE. STUDENT PROGRESS
DATES
Brentwood Elementary

Oct 7

Oct 28

Feb 24

Feb 25

Cordova Bay Elementary

Oct 20

Oct 21

Oct 22

Feb 10

Deep Cove Elementary

Oct 21

Oct 22

Nov 2

Mar 3

Keating Elementary

Nov 25

Nov 26

Feb 24

Feb 25

KELSET Elementary

Sept 23

Sept 24

Nov 25

Nov 26

Lochside Elementary

Nov 3

Nov 4

Nov 5

Mar 3

Prospect Lake Elementary

Oct 7

Oct 8

Feb 17

Feb 18

Sidney Elementary

Oct 7

Oct 8

Nov 19

Mar 10

Bayside Middle

Sept 23

Oct 14

Oct 15

May 19

North Saanich Middle

Sept 16

Sept 17

Oct 22

Mar 11

Royal Oak Middle

Oct 20

Oct 21

Feb 9

May 26

Claremont Secondary

Oct 1

Nov 26

Feb 4

Apr 28

Parkland Secondary

Sept 17

Nov 26

Feb 26

May 5

Stelly's Secondary

Oct 1

Nov 26

Feb 11

Apr 28

ALL SCHOOLS (TWO WEEK SPRING BREAK IMPLEMENTED)

Friday, October 23, 2015

Province Wide

Thursday, November 12, 2015

School Based

Friday, November 13, 2015

School Based

Friday, February 12, 2016

Curriculum In-Service

Friday, February 19, 2016

Individual (Tri-District)

Monday, April 11, 2016

Curriculum In-Service

Friday, April 22, 2016

School Based

Monday, May 9, 2016

Ministry Priorities

LAST DAY OF CLASSES: THURSDAY, JUNE 30TH (Not that we are counting)
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